Introduction
Heat pipes are the most effective passive method of transferring heat available today. Heat pipes can transmit heat at high rates and have a very high thermal conductance. They can transfer heat with low temperature drop and quick response time in a wide range of temperature.
A concentric annular heat pipe ͑CAHP͒, as shown in Fig. 1 , consists of two concentric pipes of different diameters attached to each other by means of end caps, which create an annular vapor space between the two pipes. Wick structures are placed on both the inner surface of the outer pipe and the outer surface of the inner pipe. There are, however, only a limited number of works concerning the CAHP in the literature. CAHPs are more effective than conventional heat pipes and can be used in many applications including energy conversion systems, cooling of diesel-engine pistons ͓1͔, cooling of electronic equipments ͓2͔, air conditioning devices, heat recovery systems, furnace applications, high performance space applications, temperature and humidity control, etc.
The vapor flow in heat pipes has been investigated by various authors in the past 40 years. A basic theory was developed by Cotter ͓3͔ which has been used since then as a basis for heat pipe design. The flow of vapor was studied in one-dimensional form by Busse ͓4͔. Bankston and Smith ͓5͔ modeled the flow of vapor using the stream function and vorticity formulation and determined numerically the pressure and velocity ditributions. Rohani and Tien ͓6͔ studied the influence of pressure drop on the temperature distribution in heat pipes using sodium as a working fluid. In their analysis the momentum equations were used in terms of stream function and vorticity coupled with the energy equation in terms of enthalpy. Chi ͓7͔, Dunn and Reay ͓8͔, and Faghri ͓9͔ have published many techniques, theories and applications of different heat pipe structures. Faghri ͓10͔ analyzed a twodimensional, steady and incompressible flow of vapor in a CAHP. A parabolic form of the governing equations of motion was used for the solution of the vapor flow in the evaporator, adiabatic, and condenser sections of the heat pipe. He assumed a zero axial velocity at the evaporator inlet and a fully developed profile at the inlet of the adiabatic and condenser sections. Due to these assumptions, an implicit marching finite difference method is possible. Faghri and Parvani ͓11͔ have also studied all features of the laminar vapor flow in a CAHP using a complete two-dimensional incompressible model. Faghri ͓12,13͔ also compared various models for vapor flow analysis in the CAHPs. He found that there is no substantial difference between the parabolic and elliptic models but the elliptic model provides more complete simulation of vapor flow than the parabolic model. He experimentally compared the performance characteristics of a copper-water CAHP with a conventional one with the same outer diameter. He reported 80 percent increase in heat transfer for the CAHP case.
In this paper, a numerical method based on an innovative SIMPLE algorithm has been used for the analysis of vapor flow in the CAHPs. Here, the main object is the verification of this innovative SIMPLE algorithm and not dealing with the physics of the operation in annular heat pipes or making some developments in the previous models. The algorithm is developed based on a staggered grid system in order for the study of the dynamics of incompressible vapor flow at low and moderate radial Reynolds numbers in annular heat pipes, for both symmetric and asymmetric heat addition or rejection conditions. Symmetric heat addition and rejection condition is a condition such that all radial Reynolds numbers in the evaporator and condenser sections are the same. Any other condition is considered as an asymmetric condition. QUICK differencing scheme ͓14͔ due to its higher accuracy are used for the treatment of convective fluxes, while central differencing scheme is employed for diffusive fluxes. The vapor pressure and temperature distributions along a CAHP are predicted for a number of symmetric and asymmetric test cases. The vapor flow reversal and transition to turbulence are also predicted. The proposed SIMPLE algorithm has shown good convergence behavior at low and moderate radial Reynolds numbers, and even near the transition to turbulence.
Governing Equations
If we introduce a general variable , the conservative form of mass, momentum and energy equations for a laminar steady vapor flow in cylindrical coordinate system can be written in a general form as:
where ⌫ and S for various conservation equations are given in k and C p are thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the vapor at constant pressure respectively. The boundary conditions of the vapor flow in the annular space are defined as follows ͑Fig.
1͒.
w͑0,r ͒ϭv͑ 0,r ͒ϭ0,
w͑L,r ͒ϭv͑ L,r ͒ϭ0,
if the end caps of the heat pipe are insulated, then
where LϭL e ϩL a ϩL c . The evaporation and condensation are modeled as a uniform injection and suction at the liquid-vapor interface with no phase change assumption.
In this case, the radial blowing and suction velocities at the inner and outer liquid-vapor interface are computed as:
the subscript jϭi, o indicates the locations of the prevailing velocities and heat transfer at the inner and outer walls, respectively. q j,e and q j,c are heat addition to the evaporator and heat rejection from the condenser sections, respectively. Ϯ signs express the direction of the radial blowing and suction velocities. The temperature at the vapor-liquid interface of the evaporator and condenser is calculated approximately using ClausiusClapeyron equation.
P sat and T sat are taken as a reference point and are equal to the condition of the vapor-liquid interface at the end of the evaporator. R is the vapor constant.
Method of Solution
The governing equations are discretised using a finite volume approach. Only axial symmetric by the annular vapor space is considered in the numerical analysis ͑Fig. 2͒. For the numerical analysis a uniform mesh size is used with 40ϫ80 cells for the results of Fig. 4 and with 40ϫ200 for other figures.
Typical computational cells for a scalar and vector variables are shown in Fig. 3 . Node P is located at the center of the central cell and nodes E, W, S and N are located at the center of the neighboring cells. Nodes EE, WW, SS and NN are the neighboring nodes of E, W, S, and N. To yield a discretized equation at a nodal point P, multiplying Eq. ͑1͒ by r and integrating over the twodimensional control volume of the cell P gives:
The face values in diffusion and convective terms are discretized by using the central and QUICK differencing schemes ͓14͔, respectively. For example, these values for east face of the cell will be
F e e ϭ ͩ Similar expressions are used for the other faces. Substituting Eqs. ͑7,8͒ into Eq. ͑6͒, the final generalized discretization equation is as follows.
where the subscript nb refers to the neighboring nodes of the node P. Finally, the following coefficients are derived.
where the superscript fluxes F k ϩ and F k Ϫ (kϭn,s,e,w) are defined as follows
In the above equations, the diffusive and convective terms are defined as follows. 
Now we define the correction Ј(ϭwЈ, vЈ or PЈ) as the difference between the correct field (ϭw, v or P) and the guessed field *(ϭw*, v* or P*).
w e ϭw e *ϩd e ͑ P P
where
With a guessed pressure field P*, discretised Eq. ͑9͒ for the dashed control volumes around the faces e, w, n or s in Fig. 3 yields for example for e as:
If we follow the same procedure in Ref. ͓15͔, the pressure correction equation is a P, P P P
where a P,E , a P,W , a P,N , a P,S , a P, P , and b P Ј are given by the following equations. 
Solution Procedure
The solution procedure of the discretised equations is based on a line-by-line iteration method in the axial and radial directions using a tri-diagonal matrix solver. The sequence of numerical steps based on SIMPLE algorithm is as follows.
1. Initialize the velocity, pressure, and temperature fields (w*,v*,T*, P*). 2. Solve Eqs. ͑9͒ for ϭu and w. 3. Solve Eq. ͑14͒ for PЈ. 4. Correct the velocity and pressure fields by Eqs. ͑12a-d͒. Transactions of the ASME 5. Solve Eq. ͑9͒ for ϭT. 6. Check Eq. ͑16͒ for convergence, if it is satisfied, calculations will be ended. Otherwise, replace w*,v*,T*, P* and return to step 2 and repeat the above procedure until convergence is achieved.
The accuracy of the numerical solution is checked first by summation of the absolute value of the relative errors should be equal or less than 10 Ϫ4 . Second, the spot value should approach a constant value. The relative error, RE, in the numerical procedure is defined as:
where superscript n refers to the previous iteration.
Results and Discussion
A computer program has been developed for predicting the velocity, temperature, and pressure fields of vapor along the annular space of a copper-water CAHP. Using this program, various symmetric and asymmetric heat addition and rejection conditions have been analyzed for the design parameters as given in Table 2 .
Figs. 4a-c show the vapor flow streamlines along the CAHP at low and moderate radial Reynolds numbers ͑Re r ϭv j R j /). The radial Reynolds number is based on the radial blowing or suction vapor velocity at the inner or outer vapor walls in the evaporator or condenser section. Also, for a symmetric condition, the radial Reynolds numbers of the evaporator and condenser are the same. The axial velocity profile becomes fully developed in a short distance and stays parabolic all along the length of the heat pipe. In addition, Figs. 4a-b show that flow reversal does not occur in the condenser at low radial Reynolds numbers. But this result is not generally correct for all heat pipes. It should be noted that the location where the shear stress becomes zero is called the flow reversal point. Faghri and Parvani ͓11͔ have reported that this result is valid only when the condenser zone is short. For the heat pipes with longer condenser lengths, flow reversal may occur for lower radial Reynolds numbers. Experimental prediction of the radial Reynolds number corresponding to the occurrence of flow For the heat pipe analyzed here, this condition takes place on the outer pipe wall at radial Reynolds number very close to Re r ϭ19.9. However, in other situations this condition depends strongly on the length of the condenser section. As the radial Reynolds number increases, the absolute value of the shear stress along the inner and outer wall increases too. The numerical analysis have shown that for the radial Reynolds number Re r Ϸ19.9, the shear stress becomes zero at a point very close to the end of the condenser (zϷ0.987m). However, as the radial Reynolds number increases, the flow reversal point moves backward toward the adiabatic section. Under this condition, the reversed flow region extends from the flow reversal point to the end of the condenser. Due to the evaporation and condensation and vapor-liquid interface interactions, the real condition in a heat pipe can be more different from that assumed in the present analysis. Figure 5 illustrates the pressure distribution along the annular space centerline for various radial Reynolds numbers. It can be seen that as the radial Reynolds number increases, the pressure distributions shift up without considerable change in their overall shapes. As the radial Reynolds number increases the pressure in the condenser section is more recovered. For the pressure drop in the adiabatic section, the present analysis is very close to the fully-developed pressure drop in Hagen-Poiseuille flow. Because pressure decreases linearly along the adiabatic section.
Figures 6a-b depict the normalized pressure distribution along the CAHP for two values of R ϩ ϭ0.2 and 0.8 and various radial Reynolds numbers. It is concluded that the present results are in very good agreement with the results presented by Faghri ͓12͔. This demonstrates that the present numerical analysis is sufficiently accurate for predicting the pressure distribution at low and moderate radial Reynolds numbers. Figure 7 shows the temperature distribution of the annular vapor space centerline. Since the pressure drop along the heat pipe is very small at the low and moderate Reynolds numbers, the present analysis predicts very small temperature drop along the inner and outer walls of the heat pipe ͑below 0.1°C͒. This result seems to be logical, as a result of the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium at the vapor-liquid interface and using Clausius-Clapeyron equation.
Transition to Turbulence.
It is assumed that transition to turbulence may take place in the annular space when the axial Transactions of the ASME Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter (D o ϪD i ) and the mean axial velocity w a in the adiabatic section reaches to Re a,z ϭ2300. Rohani and Tien ͓6͔ assumed the value Re a,z ϭ2100 for a conventional heat pipe. However, this is not generally true for all heat pipes and depends strongly on the flow disturbance and wall conditions. Schlichting ͓16͔ has recommended the value 2000 for the transitional Reynolds number, in a non-circular channel. Below this value, the flow seems to be insensitive to the upstream disturbances and always remains laminar. Since the present numerical solution was stable and well-behaved up to, and even above the value 2300, this value is adopted here for the transitional Reynolds number. The axial Reynolds number and the mean axial velocity w a in the adiabatic section can be found as: 
For an axial Reynolds number of 2300 and for a symmetric condition, the correpsonding radial Reynolds number of the heat pipe is Re r ϭ54.8. Above this value of radial Reynolds number, the laminar flow analysis using a coarse grid may not be valid and accurate prediction of the vapor flow needs experimental work or direct numerical simulation. Fig. 8 represents the calculated results for Re r ϭ100. It is interesting to note that although the radial Reynolds number is higher than the transitional value, Re r ϭ54.8, but the numerical results seems to be acceptable and the convergence behavior is also good. The corresponding pressure distribution at Re r ϭ100 has been shown in Fig. 5 . The large pressure recovery can be seen at the condenser section due to the flow reversal phenomenon. The flow regime seems to be still laminar. Because, the stability limits for laminar flows of this class have not yet been established. However, flows with injection have been found to retain laminar velocity profiles at axial Reynolds numbers greater than 10 5 , as mentioned by Bankston and Smith ͓5͔. This subject should be more studied numerically or experimentally for vapor flow analysis in both conventional and CAHPs. However, at higher radial Reynolds numbers, the flow reversal phenomenon may promote the transition to turbulence and needs to be more studied.
Conclusion
It has been shown that the incompressible vapor flow and heat transfer in a CAHP can be accurately simulated using the present numerical model. The QUICK differencing scheme has been used in the discretisation process and it has been found that its accuracy is acceptable, at least for moderate radial Reynolds numbers. The proposed SIMPLE algorithm has shown good convergence behavior at low and moderate radial Reynolds numbers and even near the nominal transition to turbulence or higher axial Reynolds number (Re a,z ϭ2300). It has been also demonstrated that the numerical model works well for the prediction of vapor flow reversal and presents reasonable results even near the transition to turbulence of vapor flow. However, further studies and more complete models are needed to predict these phenomena for a real condition in a CAHP. The presented numerical method was used to analyze the steady-state vapor flow and heat transfer in a CAHP for a number of symmetric and asymmetric heat addition and rejection conditions. The results have been compared with the available numerical data which have been done in the literature and have shown good agreement in all cases. Due to the small pressure drop along the heat pipe at low and moderate radial Reynolds numbers, the present analysis predicts very small vapor temperature drop along the heat pipe.
Nomenclature
C p ϭ heat capacity at constant pressure D ϭ diameter h f g ϭ latent heat of vaporization k ϭ thermal conductivity L ϭ length P ϭ pressure q ϭ heat transfer r ϭ radial coordinate R ϭ gas constant, pipe radius R ϩ ϭ radius ratio, R i /R o Re ϭ Reynolds number S ϭ source term T ϭ temperature v ϭ radial vapor velocity w ϭ axial velocity z ϭ axial coordinate Greek Symbols ϭ general variable ϭ viscosity ϭ density Subscripts a ϭ adiabatic, axial c ϭ condenser, centerline e ϭ evaporator h ϭ hydraulic i ϭ inner wall int ϭ interface o ϭ outer r ϭ radial z ϭ axial max ϭ maximum
Superscripts
Ϫ ϭ mean 0 ϭ initial value ϩ ϭ dimensionless
